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MONTHLY MARKET COMMENTARY, AS OF JANUARY 2024 
 

Markets started the year with mixed returns, as 
major central banks signaled that rate cuts 
could take longer than expected. In the US, the 
Fed kept its policy rate at 5.50% (upper 
bound). The decision was widely expected but 
came with a hawkish message that rate cuts 
probably won’t arrive as fast as the market 
expects. Inflation came above expectations 
with the CPI registering a 3.4%YoY reading, 
hotter than the 3.1% YoY of November. 
Despite this, US equities finished in positive 
territory, benefiting from positive growth data, 
corporate earnings and AI enthusiasm. The US 
GDP for 4Q came at 3.3% YoYi, while Europe 
avoided a technical recession registering a 
0.1% YoYii growth. Performance was also mixed 
in the fixed income market as short rates were 
little changed and longer rates saw a slight 
increase. 
 
 
US Equity: The S&P 500 rose +1.7% during the 
month, registering record highs. Technology 
(+3.91%) and Communication Services 
(+4.84%) were the top performers supported 
by corporate earnings and as AI enthusiasm 
continues to be a tailwind for most growth 
stocks. Worst returns were on Consumer 
Discretionary (-3.55%), dragged by Tesla’s 
corporate earnings and guidance, Materials (-
3.93%), given slower global growth pressuring 
commodities prices and Real Estate (-4.79%)iii 
that continues to suffer from higher rates. The 
possibility of higher rates for longer was also a 
headwind for small caps that finished with 
negative returns. 
 
 
International Equity: Non-US equities were 
mostly negative during the month. Europe 
ended in slightly negative territory as it faced 
mixed economic data and the ECB left rates 
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unchanged. Inflation, measured by the CPI, came at 2.9% YoY for December, hotter than the 2.4% YoY of 
Novemberiv. The hot inflation print weighed on the hopes of an early interest rate cut. GDP news were positive 
for most countries and the composite PMI rose 0.3 points in January to 47.9v, improving sentiment for equities, 
as a technical recession was expected in the eurozone. Emerging markets was the worst region, dragged down 
by China. The MSCI China Index fell -10.6% as concerns over the economy, especially in the property market, 
continue to pressure equities. The MSCI Emerging Markets ex-China was also in the red (-2.5%)vi as concerns of 
a hawkish Fed were a headwind for emerging regions. 
 
 
Fixed Income: Results were mixed for fixed income assets. Long-term treasuries were the worst performers as 
yields rose with the inflation data and solid growth. The 10-year Treasury yield closed at 3.99% up from 3.88%vii 
at the beginning of the month, and the 2-year yield increased from 4.23% to 4.27%viii. Corporate credit had flat 
returns, despite a modest increase on credit spreads, as it benefited from income returns. TIPS outperformed 
treasuries as December’s inflation came hotter than expected. 
 
 
Liquid Real Assets: Commodities were slightly positive thanks to energy as oil prices increased due to the 
geopolitical risks in the Middle East. Natural gas prices fell due to high storage levels. Industrial metals fell given 
the outlook of decelerating global growth, especially in China. Higher rates put slight pressure on gold, but were 
an important headwind for real estate, due to their high debt levels.ix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Global Kandor Holdings (“Kandor”) is comprised of a family of financial companies that provide a variety of 
products and services to retail and institutional investors throughout various jurisdictions throughout the world. 
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This summary is for information purposes only and cannot be taken as an indication of maximum expected gain 
or loss. It is intended only for the person to whom it has been distributed. 
 
All investments represent some risk of loss of capital. It is not intended to constitute legal, tax or accounting 
advice or investment recommendations. The information in this document has been obtained from sources 
believed to be reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete. The information concerning the 
performance track record is by way of information only and without legal liability on the part of Global Kandor 
Advisors, LLC or any of its affiliates, and/or its directors. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  
 
The mentioned investments cannot be adapted to all types of investors. Before investing, the investor must 
consider the associated risks and base decisions on personal objectives and risk tolerance. The value of 
investments may go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment.  
 
Opinions expressed herein may not necessarily be shared by all employees of Global Kandor Advisors, LLC and 
are subject to change without notice. For more information on specific investment products, please contact your 
Investment Advisor. 
 

 
i US GDP Growth Rate. Trading Economics. https://tradingeconomics.com/united-states/gdp-growth  
ii Euro Area GDP Growth Rate. Trading Economics. https://tradingeconomics.com/euro-area/gdp-growth-annual 
iii Bloomberg data. 
iv Monthly markets review – December 2023. Schroders. https://www.schroders.com/en-gb/uk/individual/insights/monthly-
markets-review---december-2023/ 
v Monthly Market Review. JPMorgan. https://am.jpmorgan.com/be/en/asset-management/adv/insights/market-
insights/market-updates/monthly-market-review/ 
vi Bloomberg data. 
vii 10 Year Treasury Rate. Ycharts.com 
viii 2 Year Treasury Rate. Ycharts.com 
ix December 2023. Capital Market Flash Report. A summary of global market activity in December. Greycourt. 
https://www.greycourt.com/. 
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